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Helium element valence electrons

Valance is an element measuring its composition capacity and can be defined as the number of electrons to be lost or obtained by an atom to achieve stable electron configuration. What does the term oxidation state mean? The oxidation state of an atom is the number of electrons lost or obtained by it. Oxidation and valance mode is one of the most basic
properties of elements and can be studied with the help of electronic configurations. The film is also recommended, examining the ⇒ tetravalency of the concept of carbon valance and electron oxidation mode that is found outside the most outer shell generally known as electron valance and the number of valance electrons determines the valance (or
valance) atom. Whalens elements belonging to the s block and p block of the periodic table are generally calculated as the number of electron valances or eight minus the number of valance electrons. For block d and f block elements, valance is determined not only based on valance electrons but also on orbital electrons d and f. However, the general
whalens of these elements are block d, f 2 and 3. The general oxidation state of periodic table elements is shown in the diagram provided below. The oxidation and valance status of the valance diagram of the first 30 elements of valance is given the first 30 elements of the periodic table below. Valance Element Atomic Numbers Hydrogen Valance 1 1
Valance Helium 2 0 Valance Lithium 3 1 Valance Beryllium 4 2 Valance Boron 5 3 Carbon Valance 6 4 Valance Nitrogen 7 3 Valance Oxygen 8 8 2 Valance Fluorine 9 1 Valance Neon 10 0 Sodium Valance (Na) 11 1 Valance Magnesium (Mg) 12 2 Valance Aluminum 13 3 Silicon Valance 14 4 Valance Phosphorus 15 3 Valance Sulfur 16 2 Valeance Chlorine
17 1 Valance Argon 18 0 Valance Potassium (K) 19 1 Valance Calcium 20 2 Valency of Scandium 21 3 Valency of Titanium 22 4 Valency of Vanadium 23 5,4 Valency of Chromium 24 2 Valency of Manganese 25 7, 4, 2 Iron Courage (Iron) 26 2, 3 Cobalt Courage 27 3 , 2 Valency of Nickel 28 2 Valency of Copper (Cu) 29 2, 1 Valency of Zinc 30 2 Periodic
Trends in the Oxidation States of Elements 1. Changes in oxidation mode over a period while moving left to right over a period, the number of electrons in elements increases and changes between 1 and 8. But the valance of the elements, when combined first with H or O, increases from 1 to 4 and then decreases to zero. Consider two compounds
containing Na2O and F2O oxygen. In F2O the electroneativity F is more than oxygen. Therefore, each of the F atoms will absorb an electron from oxygen, so F will show oxidation state -1 and O will show oxidation state +2. While in the case of Na2O oxygen is strongly electrongened compared to sodium atoms. So oxygen take two electrons out of Sodium
atoms show -2 oxidation mode and Na will be +1 oxidation mode. The oxidation state of the element represents the load captured by an atom due to the loss or gain of electrons (due to the electron difference between the combining atoms) in the molecule. 2. Changes in the oxidation state inside a group as the downward motion in a group does not change
the number of electron valance. Therefore, all elements of a group have a courage. Guidelines for assigning oxidation states oxidation of elements such as O2, S8, H2, P4, Fe, etc. are zero. Oxygen has oxidation state -2. But in its peroxides such as Na2O2 and H2O2, it has -1 as its oxidation state similarly, hydrogen has +1. But in metal hydrides such as
NaH, LiH, etc. it has -1, some elements have the same oxidation conditions that have -1 in their compounds such as halogens except when they form a combination with each other or oxygen. Alkali metals such as Na, K, Rb, -Li, Cs; +1 and land alkali metals +2 such as Mg, Ca, Ba, -Be, Sr, etc. to learn more about the periodic properties of trend elements in
the oxidation states of elements in the periodic table, download BYJU's - Learning Program. $\begingroup$ I have trouble understanding how Valance electrons count in helium. My sources are: Here where it looks like helium has 0 electron valance because the shells are finished here where it looks like helium has two valance electrons (which is what I
thought) helium has a few valance electrons? $\endgroup$ Four covalent bonds. Carbon has four valance electrons, and here's a four valance. Each hydrogen atom has a valance electron and is a single valance. In chemistry and physics, a wallance electron is an outer shell electron associated with an atom, and if the outer shell is not closed, it can
participate in the formation of a chemical bond; The presence of valance electrons can determine the chemical properties of the element, such as its valance—whether it may bond with other elements and, if so, how easily and with a few people. In this way, the reserability of a given element is highly dependent on its electronic configuration. For a main group
element, a valance electron can exist only outside the outerest electron shell; for a transition metal, a valance electron can also be in an inner shell. An atom with a closed shell of valance electrons (corresponding to the configuration of s2p6 electrons for elements of the main group or d10s2p6 for transition metals) tends to be chemically ineffective. Atoms
with one or two electrons valance over a closed shell are highly reactive due to relatively low energy to remove additional valance electrons to form positive ones. An atom with one or two electrons less than a packet It is reactive due to its tendency or obtaining lost valance electrons and forming negative ones, otherwise to share valance electrons and form a
covalent bond. Similar to a nuclear electron, a valance electron has the ability to absorb or release energy in the form of an electron. Energy efficiency can cause electrons to move (jump) into the outer shell; This is known as atomic stimulation. Or the electron can even break free from its associated atomic shell; this ionization is in the form of a positive ion.
When an electron loses its energy (thereby emitting an electron), it can then move to an inner shell that is not fully occupied. Configuring electrons glimpses of electrons that determine valance - how a chemical reaction atom is - are those with the most energy. For a main group element, valance electrons are defined as those electrons residing in the
electronic shell of the highest original quantum number n.[1], thus, the number of valance electrons that may have depends on the configuration of the electron in a simple manner. For example, the electronic configuration of phosphorus (P) 1s2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p3 so that there are 5 electron valances (3s2 3p3), corresponding to maximum capacity For P of 5 as
in the PF5 molecule; However, transition elements have partially filled the energy level (n−1)d, which in energy are very close to the ns level. [2] Therefore, in contrast to the elements of the main group, a valance electron for a transition metal is an electron that resides outside a noble-gas nucleus. [3] In this way, in general, d electrons in transition metals
behave as electron valance although they are not outside the shell. For example, Manganese (Mn) has a configuration of 1s2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p6 4s2 3d5; In this atom, a threed electron has energy similar to an electron 4s, and much higher than an electron of 3 or 3p. In fact, there are probably seven Valance electrons (4s2 3d5) outside the argon-like nucleus;
The farther right in each transition metal series, the less energy of an electron in a d subsol, and such electrons have less valance properties. So, although a nickel atom, in essence, has ten valance electrons (3d8 4s2), its oxidation state never exceeds four. For zinc, the 3d subsol is perfect in all known compounds, although it contributes to the valance
band in some compounds. [4] Electron d counting is an alternative tool for understanding the chemistry of a transition metal. Number of valance electrons The number of valance electrons of an element can be determined by the periodic table group (vertical column) in which the element is categorized. With the exception of groups 3–12 (transition metals),
the number of units in the group determines how many electron valances are associated with a neutral atom from an element listed below that particular column. Periodic table of chemical elements periodically block periodic table of Valence group 1 electrons group 1 (I) (alkaline metals) 1 group 2 (II) (earth alkaline metals) and helium 2 f Lanthanides and
actinides 3–16 [a] d group 3-12 (transition metals) 3–12 12[b] p Group 13 (III) (boron group) 3 Group 14 (IV) (carbon group) 4 Group 15 (V) (pnictogens or nitrogen group) 5 Group 16 (VI) (chalcogens or oxygen group) 6 group 17 (halogens) 7 groups 18 (eighth or 0) (noble gases) except helium 8^ consists of ns, (n-2)f, and (n-1)d electrons. ^ consists of ns,
and (n-1)d electrons. Helium is an exception: despite having a 1s2 configuration with two valance electrons, and thus having some similarities with alkaline earth metals with its ns2 valance configurations, its shell is completely full and therefore chemically very ineffective and usually placed in group 18 with other noble gases. Valance shell is a set of orbitals
that are available with energy to accept electrons to form chemical bonds. For elements of the main group, the Valance shell is composed of ns and np orbitals outside the electron shell. In the case of transition metals (n-1)d), and valentides and actinides (orbitals (n-2)f and (n-1)d) the involved orbitals can also be located in an inner electron shell. In this way,
the terminology of the shell is a miscatisman because there is no correspondence between the Wallance shell and any specific electron shell in a given element. A true scientific term will be Valance's orbitality to refer to the energetic accessible orbitals of an element. Hydrogen type and helium p-block (main group elements) d-block (transition metals) f-block
(Lanthanides and actinides) Valence orbitals[5] 1s ns np ns (n-1)d np ns (n-1 2)f(n-1)d np electron counting the rules of the Act of Duet Act Octet Act 18 electron 32 electron law as a general rule, a main group element (except hydrogen or helium) tends to react to the form of the configuration of electron s2p6. This tendency is called the act rule, because
each bonded atom has 8 valance electrons containing shared electrons. Likewise, a transition metal tends to react to form a configuration of d10s2p6 electrons. This tendency is called the rule of 18 electrons, because each bonded atom has 18 electrons of valance containing common electrons. Chemical reactions of the main paper: Valance (chemistry)
The number of valance electrons in an atom dominates its bonding behavior. So are the elements whose atoms can have the same number of valance electrons. Together in the periodic table of elements. The most reactive type of metal element is a group 1 alkal metal (such as sodium or potassium), which is because such an atom has only one single
electron valance; An alkaline earth metal group 2 (such as magnesium) is somewhat less reactive, as each atom must lose two valance electrons to form a positive one with a closed shell (such as Mg2+). Within each group (each periodic table column) of metals, the reserability increases with each lower row of the table (from a light element to a heavier
element) because a heavier element has more electron shells than a lighter element; that are less tightly restricted). An non-mortal atom tends to absorb additional valance electrons to reach a full wallance shell; The most reactive non-mortal element is a halogen (such as, fluorine (F) or chlorine (Cl). Such an atom has the following electron configuration:
s2p5; It requires only an additional electron valance to form a closed shell. To form an ionic bond, a halogen atom can remove an electron from another atom to form an anion (e.g., F−, Cl−, etc.). To form a covalent bond, an electron of halogen and an electron from another atom form a common pair (as such, in the H-F molecule, the line represents a
common pair of electron valance, one of H and one of F). Within each group of non-mortals, the reserability with each lower row of the table (from a light element to a heavy element) is reduced in the periodic table, as valance electrons are located in higher progressive energy and thus are progressively less firmly restricted. In fact, oxygen (the lightest
element in group 16) is the most reactive non-material after fluorine, although it is not halogen, because the valance shell of a halogen is located in a higher main quantum number. In these simple cases where the act rule is obeyed, the valance of an atom is equal to the number of electrons obtained, lost, or common in order to form stable actets. However,
there are also many molecules that are exceptions, and for them Valance is less clearly defined. Electrical conductivity valance electrons are also responsible for the electrical conductivity of an element; in the periodic table 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 Group → ¤ Period 1 H He 2 Li Be B C N O F Ne 3 Na Mg Al Si P S Cl Ar 4 K Ca Sc Ti V
Cr Mn Fe Co Ni Cu Zn Ga Ge As Se Br Kr 5 Rb Sr Y Zr Nb Mo Tc Ru Rh Pd Ag Cd In Sn Sb Te I Xe 6 Cs Ba La Ce Pr Nd Pm Sm Eu Gd Tb Dy Ho Er Tm Yb Lu Hf Ta W Re Os Ir Pt Au Hg Tl Pb Bi Po At Rn 7 Fr Ra Ac Th Pa U Np Pu Am Cm Bk Cf Es Fm Md No Lr Rf Db Sg Bh Hs Mt Ds Rg Cn Nh Fl Mc Lv Ts Og Metal Metalloid Nonmetal Unknown
Properties Background Color Shows Metal – Trend Metalloid–nonmetallic in the periodic table of metal elements generally has high electrical conductivity when in solid state. In each row of the periodic table, metals occur on the left side of non-crystals, thus a metal of possible valance electrons is less than a non-metallic one. However, a valance electron has
a small ionization energy metal atom, and in solid state this electron valance is relatively free to leave one atom to be associated with another nearby atom. Such a free electron can be moved under the influence of an electric field, and its movement constitutes an electrical current; Copper, aluminum, silver, and gold are examples of good conductors. A non-
metallic element has a low electrical conductivity; a non-metallic element has a low electrical conductor; a non-metallic element has a low electrical conductor. Acts as an insulator. Such an element is found to the right of the periodic table, and has a valance shell that is at least half full (the exception is blond). Its ionization energy is large; An electron cannot
easily leave an atom when an electric field is applied, and thus such an element can direct only very small electrical currents. Examples of solid elemental insulators are diamonds (a carbon althrop) and sulfur. A solid compound containing metals can also be an insulator if the valance electrons of metal atoms are used to form ionic bonds. For example,
although elemental sodium is a metal, solid sodium chloride is an insulator, as sodium valance electrons are transferred to chlorine to form an ionic bond, thus the electron is not easily moving. A semiconductor has an electrical conductivity that is mediated between a metal and a non-metallic; Ordinary elemental semiconductors are silicon and Germanium,
each of which has four valance electrons. The properties of semiconductors are best explained using band theory, as a consequence of a small energy gap between a valance band (which contains valance electrons at absolute zero) and a conductive band (to which Valance electrons are excited by thermal energy). References ^ Petrucci, Ralph H.;
Harwood, William S.; Herring, F. Geoffrey (2002). General Chemistry: Modern Principles and Applications (8th ed.). Upper Saddle River, N.J: Salon. p. 339. ISBN 978-0-13-014329-7. LCCN 2001032331. OCLC 46872308.CS1 maint: ref=harv (link) ^ THE ORDER OF FILLING 3d AND 4s ORBITALS. chemguide.co.uk ^ Miessler G.L. and Tarr, D.A., Inorganic
Chemistry (2nd edn. Prentice-Hall 1999). p.48. ^ Tossell, J. A. (1 November 1977). Theoretical studies of valance orbital binding energy in solid zinc sulfide, zinc oxide, and zinc fluoride. Inorganic chemistry. 16 (11): 2944–2949. doi:10.1021/ic50177a056. ^ Chi, Chaoxian; Pan, Sudip; Jin, Jiaye; Meng, Luian; Luo, Mingbiao; Zhao, Lilly; Zhou, Mingfi; Frenking,
Gernot (2019). Octacarbonyl Ion Complexes of Actinides [An(CO)8]+/− (An=Th, U) and the Role of f Orbitals in Metal–Ligand Bonding. Chem. Eur. J. 25 (50): 11772–11784. doi:10.1002/chem.201902625. Francis External Links, Eden. Valance electrons. Retrieved from 2The 18-electron rule is a chemical rule of thumb used primarily for predicting and
rationalizing formulas for stable transition metal complexes, especially organometallic compounds. [1] The rule is that the orbitals of transition metals include five orbital d, one orbital s and three p orbitals, which can collectively accommodate 18 electrons as pairs of linked or non-bonded electrons. That is, combining these nine atomic orbitals with serendal
orbitals creates nine molecular orbitals that are either metal-symundic bonded or have no bond. When a metal complex has 18 valance electrons, it is said to have achieved the same electronic configuration of noble gas in the period. The rule is not useful for complexes of metals that are not transition metals, and interesting or useful transition metal
complexes will violate the rule due to the consequences of deviating from the rule of reserability. This rule was first proposed by American chemist Irving Longmuir in 1921. [1] [2] Applicability The rule usefully predicts the formulas for low-spin complexes of the Cr, Mn, Fe, and Co triads. Known examples include ferrous, pentakerbonyl iron, carbonyl
chromium, and carbonyl nickel. The symunds in a set determine the usability of the 18-electron rule. In general, campbells that obey the rule are at least somewhat composed of π (also known as π acids). This type of serend applies a very strong serend field that lowers the energy of the resulting molecular orbitals to be optimally occupied. Conventional
sybestines include olefins, phosphines, and CO. complexes π acids typically feature metal in low oxidation mode. The relationship between oxidation state and the nature of the serendes is explained in the framework π spine. The consequences of reactive compounds obeying the 18-electron rule are typically ineffective exchange. Examples include
[Co(NH3)6]Cl3, and [Fe(CN)6]4−. In such cases, dissociation occurs in the exchange of the general prey through the mechanisms of replacing dissociation, where the reaction rate is determined by the dissociation rate of a serend. On the other hand, 18-electron compounds can be very reactive to electrophils such as protons, and such reactions are
associated with mechanisms where acid-open reactions are. Complexes with less than 18 electrons of valance tend to show increased resentability. Therefore, the 18-electron rule is often a recipe for non-resecusability in either a stwichyometric or a catalytic sense. The computational findings of the Duodectet Act show valence p-orbitals on metal
participating in the metal link of the symund, though weak. [3] However, Weinhold and Landis do not count metal p-orbitals in metal-linking in the framework of natural bond orbitals,[4] although these orbitals are still included as polarization functions. This leads to a dodact rule (12 electrons) for five d orbits and only one orbital s. The current consensus in the
general chemistry community is that, contrary to the rule of singular act for elements of the main group, transition metals do not obey the rule of 12 electrons or 18 electrons, respectively, but describe the rules of the lower bound and the upper bound of the valance electron count, respectively. [5] [6] Therefore, while the transfer of the orbital d metal and the
orbital bond s occurs easily, the higher energy involvement and more dedication p orbitals in the bond depend on the central atom and the coordination environment. [7] π-donor exceptions or σ-donor synds with small interactions with metal orbitals lead to a weak field of serendals that increases the energy of t2g orbitals. These molecular orbitals are
converted into non-bonded or weak anti-graft orbitals (small Δoct). Therefore, addition or removal of electrons has little effect on complex stability. In this case, there is no limit to the number of D electrons, and complexes with 12–22 electrons are possible. Small Δoct makes eg filling possible (&gt;18 e−) and π-donor symunds can make t2g (&lt;18 e−) anti-
bone. This type of serend is located in the low to moderate part of the chemical spectrum series. For example: [TiF6]2− (Ti(IV), d0, 12 e−), [Co(NH3)6]3+ (Co(III), d6, 18 e−), [Cu(OH2)6]2+ (Cu(II), d9, 21 e−). In terms of metals, Δoct increases a group as well as by increasing the number of oxidation. Strong symund fields lead to low-spin complexes, causing
some exceptions to the 18-electron rule. The 16-electron complexes are an important class of complexes that violate rule 18e, 16-electron sets with metal d8 configurations. All D8 metal ions with high spin are octagonal (or quadrilateral), but low-spin D8 metal ions are all square planers. Important examples of square-planer low spin d8 metal Ions Rh(I), Ir(I),
Ni(II), Pd(II), and Pt(II). Below screenshot shown of the d subshell in low-spin square-planar complexes. Examples are particularly common for triple cobalt and nickel derivatives. Such compounds are typically square planer. The most famous examples of the Waska Complex (IrCl(CO)(PPh3)2), [PtCl4]2−, and Zis Salt [PtCl3(η2-C2H4)].In such orbital
complexes dz2 are twice as occupied and non-bonding. Many catalytic cycles operate through complexes that are replaced between 18-electron configurations and the 16-electron planer square. Its examples include the synthesis of Monsanto acetic acid, hydrogenations, hydroformilations, olefin isomizations, and some alken polymerizations. Other violations
can be classified according to the types of serends in the center of the metal. Bulky serendal symunds can prevent the complete complementary approach of the serendes, which allows the metal to achieve the configuration of 18 electrons. Examples: Ti(neopentyl)4 (8 e−) Cp*2Ti(C2H4) (16 e−) V(CO)6 (17 e−) Cp*Cr(CO)3 (17 e−) Pt (PtBu3)2 (14 e−)
Co(norbornyl)4 (13 e−) [FeCp2]+ (17 e−) Sometimes such complexes are involved in augustic interactions with the bulky l-lynd hydrocarbon framework. For example: W(CO)3[P(C6H11)3]2 has 16 e− but has a short link between a C-H link and the W center. Cp(PMe3)V(CHCMe3) (14 e−, diamagnetic) has a short V-H link with 'alkylidene-H', so the
description of the compound is somewhere between Cp(PMe3)V(CHCMe3) and Cp(PMe3)V(H)(CCMe3). High spin complexes have occupied orbital metal complexes and may have no empty orbitals to which the symmonds could donate electron density. Generally there are few or no π acidic acidic in the complex. These occupied orbitals can only be
combined with occupied orbitals in the form of radical orbitals (such as oxygen), or the addition of a strong field leath, can cause electron pairing, creating an empty orbital that can be donated to it. Examples: CrCl3(THF)3 (15 e−) [Mn(H2O)6]2+ (17 e−) [Cu(H2O)6]2+ (21 e−, see comments below) Complexes contain strongly π-donating ligands often violate
the 18-electron rule. These symunds include fluoride (F−), oxide (O2−), nitride (N3−), alkoxides (RO−), and iodines (RN2−). Examples: [CrO4]2− (16 e−) Mo(=NR)2Cl2 (12 e−) In the recent case, there is a significant donation of nitrogen-only placenta to Mo (so the compound can also be described as a 16 e−compound). This can be seen from the short mo-N
bond length, and from the Mo–N-C(R) angle, which is close to 180 degrees. Counter samples: trans-WO2(Me2PCH2CH2PMe2)2 (18 e−) Cp*ReO3 (18 e−) In these cases, M=O bonds are pure double bonds (e.g., no donation of oxygen-to-metal lone pairs), as reflected in relatively long bonding intervals. π donor syndications where harmonious atoms bear
only nonbonding often unsaturated fixation Between metal and alkoxides often violates rule 18e combinations of the effects of high factors can sometimes be combined. Examples include TiCl4 (8 e−) Cp*VOCl2 (14 e−) the higher number of electrons in some complexes has more than 18 electrons. Examples: Cobaltocene (19 e−) Niklossen (20 e−)
Hexanaccopere(II) ion [Cu(H2O)6]2+ (21 e−) TM(CO)8− (TM = Sc, Y, La) (20 e−) Often, cases where complexes have more than 18 valance electrons are attributed to electrostatic forces - metal absorbs the symunds to try to counter-equilibrium their positive load, and the number of electrons ending in it is inconseviatable. In the case of metallosenes, the



chelating nature of the cyclopentadine sygide stabilizes its bond to metal. Somewhat satisfying are the following two observations: cobaltocene is a strong electron donor, easily forming the 18-electron cobaltconium universe; In the case of Niklossen, there are two additional electrons in orbitals that are weakly anti-carbon metal; [9] TM(CO)8− (TM = Sc, Y,
La) systems have a cubic equilibrium geometry (Oh) and a singlet electronic earth state (1A1g). There is an mo valence occupied with a2u symmetry, formed only by the orbitals of the erbed without a share of metal AOs. But TM(CO)8− adacts (TM=Sc, Y, La) meet the 18-electron rule when only those electrons consider valance that occupy the metal-ionic
bond orbitals. [10] See also Electron counting Ligand field theory d electron count Tolman's rule References ^ a b Langmuir, I. (1921). Types of Valence (PDF). Science. 54 (1386): 59–67. Bibcode:1921Sci.... 54...59L. doi:10.1126/science.54.1386.59. PMID 17843674. ^ Jensen, William B. (2005). The Origin of the 18-Electron Rule. C. Chem. Educ. 82 (1):
28. Bibcode:2005JChEd.. 82...28J. doi:10.1021/ed082p28. ^ Frenking, Gernot; Shaik, Sason, eds. (May 2014). Chapter 7: Chemical bonding in Transition Metal Compounds. Chemical bonding: Chemical bonding throughout the periodic table. Wiley-VCH. ISBN 978-3-527-33315-8. ^ Landis, C. R.; Weinhold, F. (2007). Valence and extra-valence orbitals in
main group and transition metal bonding. Jay Ryanesh. Chem. 28 (1): 198–203. doi:10.1002/jcc.20492. PMID 17063478. ^ Frenking, Gernot; Fröhlich, Nikolaus (2000). The Nature of the Bonding in Transition-Metal Compounds. Chem. Rev 100 (2): 717–774. doi:10.1021/cr980401l. ^ Zhao, Lili; Holzmann, Nicole; Schwerdtfeger, Peter; Frenking, Gernot
(2019). Chemical Bonding and Bonding Models of Main-Group Compounds. Chem. Rev 119 (14): 8781–8845. doi:10.1021/acs.chemrev.8b00722. ^ Bayse, Craig; Salon (1999). Prediction of the Geometries of Simple Transition Metal Polyhydride Complexes by Symmetry Analysis. یمیش .ما  .ج   Soc. 121 (6): 1348–1358. doi:10.1021/ja981965+. ^ King, R.B.
(2000). Structure and bonding in homoleptic transition metal hydride anions. 829–813 .یگنهامه 200–202 : یمیش  تارظن  . doi:10.1016/S0010-8545(00)00263-0. ^ Girolami, Gregory; Rauchfuss, Thomas; Angelici, Robert (1999). Experiment 20. یلآ ریغ  یمیش  رد  کینکت  زتنس و  . Sausalito, California: University Science Books. ISBN 978-0-935702-48-4. ^ Jin, Jiaye;
؛ وئات گنای ،  Xin, Ke; ؛ یفگنیم وژ ، گنایوئایش ؛ نیج ، نوجناوگ ؛ گناو ،  Frenking, Gernot (2018-04-25). Octacarbonyl Anion Complexes of Group Three Transition Metals [TM(CO)8]− (TM=Sc, Y, La) and the 18-Electron Rule. Angewandte Chemie International Edition. 57 (21): 6236–6241. doi:10.1002/anie.201802590. ISSN 1433-7851. PMID 29578636. Further reading
Tolman, C. A. (1972). The 16 and 18 electron rule in organometallic chemistry and homogeneous catalysis. Chem. Soc. 337 (: 3  ) درگرب 1 . doi:10.1039/CS9720100337. Retrieved from
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